logistics

portfolio clienti

ACCIAIERIE ABS BERTOLI SAFAU SPA
BURGO GROUP
RENO DE MEDICI SPA
ELECTROLUX SPA
ELECTROLUX PROFESSIONAL SPA
VIMAR SPA
FIAMM GROUP
WÄRTSILÄ ITALIA SPA
FOX SPA DI R. BOMPANI & C.
ESW RÖHRENWERKE GMBH
APS AROSIO EXTRUSION SPA
BURGO ENERGIA
CEVA LOGISTICS
MIONETTO SPA
BASE N.A.T.O
JACUZZI SPA
ZML INDUSTRIES SPA
GRUPPO BISIOL ZINCHERIE SPA
SIDERURGICA TRIESTINA GRUPPO ARVEDI
TRIESTE MARINE TERMINAL SPA
AUTORITÀ PORTUALE DI TRIESTE
PASTA ZARA SPA
WÄRTSILÄ FINLAND
SERTUBI JINDAL SAW ITALIA SPA
SNAIDERO SPA

Via Antonio Zanussi, 11/13 33100 Udine
T +39 (0)432 603 605 F +39 (0)432 524 484
email: info@europromos.it
www.europromos.it

ORGANISATION

Serving the customer in a timely and

We tailor our logistics services to individual

professional way through the planning,

situations, taking into account the entire

management and physical control of goods

product life: from production to delivery,

incorporated in the processes is the key to

from collection at the end of the processing

success for the company's competitiveness.

line, the management of the warehouse,
storage of goods, shipment documentation,

There are a number of advantages for our

up to the loading of the train or articulated

customer, in terms of organisation, reduced

vehicle.

distribution time and control of operating
costs.

We also carry out industrial maintenance, of
construction and assembly facilities, across

Our approach to logistics is global, but also

the board. We provide highly specialised

related to individual services. It is versatile,

professionals and services, developed over

flexible, reliable and professional,

more than 20 years of activity.

characterised by continuous technological

AREAS OF INTERVENTION
•Paper sector
•Metalwork sector
•Metallurgical sector
•Pharmaceutical sector
•Agri-food sector
•Beverage sector
•Automotive sector
•Glass sector
•Ceramics sector

SERVICES OFFERED

updating of processing procedures and
personnel.

Physical management
of warehouses and
plant logistics

We provide various storage solutions,

and in the outbound phase, with the

integrating our services with the

setting up and consolidation of

customer's information system. We

orders, picking, packing, manual

operate both in the inbound phase,

and automated packaging,

with order acceptance, quality

components assembly, loading and

control, supplier order management

shipping.

and documentation management,

Packaging in
wooden crates

We build packaging crates of
different sizes according to ISPM15
regulations, with the related
corrosion protection.

Industrial maintenance,
construction and assembly

We are specialised in the

We are specialised in the installation

maintenance of industrial plants,

and maintenance of marine engines

mechanical and metal parts,

for electricity production.

replacement of rubber and metal

Our welding operations and

tapes, drums, rollers, mechanical

non-destructive tests are RINA

revisions for industry.

certified, while metalwork can be CE

We offer maintenance services

marked.

related to mechanical parts, metal

We also carry out museum

structures, industrial assemblies and

installations.

plants.

